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Introduction 
It was proved in [6] that if R is a Dedekind domain, in which 2 is invertible, then 
every quadratic space over R[X] which contains a hyperbolic space of rank two 
modulo X is extended from R. In this paper we give a classification of quadratic 
spaces over R[X] which contain a hyperbolic space of rank two modulo X, where R 
is any reduced commutative noetherian ring of dimension one in which 2 is 
invertible and which has finite normalisation R in its total quotient ring. Let c 
denote the conductor of R in R. We prove [Theorem I.31 that any quadratic space 
over R[X] which contains a hyperbolic space of rank two modulo X is extended 
from R upto a rank two quadratic space which becomes hyperbolic over R[X] and 
Ric[X]. In Section 2 we give a classification of such rank 2 spaces and deduce that 
these rank 2 spaces are hyperbolic if and only if their discriminant is (-1). In 
Section 3 [Theorem 3.31 we prove that if 4 is any quadratic space of rank 23 over 
R]XI , . . . ,X,,] which contains a hyperbolic space of rank two modulo (Xi, . . . ,X,,), 
then 4 is extended from R if its discriminant is extended from R. We deduce 
[Corollary 3.51 that W(R[X])=* W(R)@Disc R[X]/Disc R. 
We are grateful to R. Sridharan for the interest he has shown in this work. 
We are indebted to Professor H. Bass for critically going through the manuscript 
and suggesting improvements. 
1. A classification of quadratic spaces over RIXI upto rank 2 spaces 
Let R be a commutative ring. Let (Q,q) be a quadratic space over R, h be the 
hyperbolic plane (y A) and let Re@Rf be the underlying module of the form h with 
(e, f> = 1, (e, e> = 0 = <f, f). For w E Q the elements E,, E1: in O(q I h) are defined 
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as follows [8, p. 2911: 
&Jz)=z+ (z,w)e, ZEQ, 
E,(e) = e, 
E,(f)=--w-q(wk+f, 
and 
Kxz)=z+ (2, N-6 
E,*(e)=-w-q(w)f+e, 
E:(f)=f. 
Let EO(q, h) denote the subgroup of O(q I h) generated by E, and E,*, w E Q. We 
recall [6] that O(h) normalises EO(q, h). Let G&h) denote the subgroup 
EO(q, h) . O(h) of O(q I h). 
Lemma 1.1. Let k be a field of characteristic #2 and (Q, q) a quadratic space over 
WI. Then Q&q 14 = G~[,& W. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on rank q. If rank q= 0, O&q I h) = O(h). We 
assume rank q=n>O. By a theorem of Harder [5, Cor. 3.11, p. 1861 (Q,q) is 
extended from k and hence, is diagonalisable. Let (et, . . . ,e,) be an orthogonal basis 
for Q with q(e;) = li E k*. 
We first prove that O(q) c GkrXl(q, h). For WE Q with q(w)E k*, E,(w)= 
w+q(w)e, and, q(w) being a unit, there exists VE EO(q, h) such that ~E,(w)E h 
[8, Remark 5.61. Let CZE O(q). Then there exist ~,,~2EEO(q,h) such that 
?,q(e,),q~a(e,) E h and there exists TE O(h) such that 7ql(el)= q2a(el). Thus, 
q;‘r-‘qza(el) = el, and, by induction q;'7-'q2cwc Gklxl (q, h). Hence (YE Gklxl(q, h). 
We now prove that O,,,,(q I h) c G kIXl(q, h). Let R = k[X] and, for a E R, a f 0, 
let d(a) denote the degree of a. Let a E O(q I h) and a(f) = 5 + ae + bf, {E Q, 
a,bEk[X]. 
Case 1. Let <=O. Then a(f) and f lie in Re@Rf and are unimodular isotropic 
vectors. Hence there exists 7~ O(h) such that m(f)= f. Let /I= 7a and let 
P(e)=<,+ale+blf, <,EQ, al,blER. Then 1=<P(e),/3(f)>=al. Let /I’=E:/3. 
Then P’(e) =e (since q(&e)) =O) and P’(f) = f. Thus, /YE O(q) and 
o E G&A h)O(q) c GR(% h). 
Case 2. If a=b=O then (#to. Let <=Cj’=,aiei, a;ER, with a,#O. Then 
E,, (0 = < + al e. Therefore, we assume that either a # 0 or b # 0. 
We first show that if a or b is a unit then a~ GR(q, h). Suppose b E k*. (The case 
a E k* is similar.) Let (r’= rb-IEb-lea where 7,~ O(h) is the transformation 
uEk*. 
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Then a’(f) = f since q(a(f)) = 0. Let a’(e) = e + aI e + b,f where e E Q, ul, 6, E R. 
Then 1 = (o’(e), a’(f)) =a~. Let a”= E:a’. Then a”(e) =e and a”(f) = f. Thus, 
a”EO(q) and aEGR(q,h). 
Suppose neither a nor b is a unit. We induct on min(d(a),d(b)). We show that 
given any ~EQ and aeR, a#O, there exists WEQ such that <+a~=0 or 
d(q(< + a~)) <2d(a). Let 5 = Cy= 1 ciei with C; E R. Let di, r; E R such that C, = d,a + r; 
with ri=O or d(rJ<d(a), i= 1 ,..., n. Let w=-Cy=‘=,d;ei.Then,either<+aw=O,or 
q(r + UW) = q(Cy= 1 riei) = I:= 1 rfli and d(q(r + UW)) < 2d(a). 
Suppose a(f) = r + ae + bj with <E Q, a, b E R and d(a) <d(b). We choose w E Q 
such that < + QW = 0 or d(q({ + aw)) c 2d(a). 
E!,a(f)=(t+aw)+ae+b’f where b’=b-aq(w)- <& w). If r+aw=O then, as 
in case 1, aEG&,h). If <+a~#0 then O=q(E!,a(f))=q(~+aw)+ab’so that 
d(q(t + aw)) c 2d(a). Hence d(b’) < d(a) and we have reduced min(d(a), d(b)). 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be a commutative ring in which 2 is invertible and a an ideal of R 
such that R is a-adic complete. Let q be a diagonisable quadratic space over R and h 
the hyperbolic plane. Let a E O(q I h) be such that ~2 E CR&, h) (‘bar’ denoting 
‘going mod&o a’). Then a E G&J, h). 
Proof. Since R+R/a is surjective, the map EOR(q, h)+EO,&, h) is surjective. We 
prove that OR(h)*O,,,(h) is surjective. Let 
Then A1A2=A3A4=0, AtA.,+A2A3= 1. Let a=A1A4-A2A3. Then u2= 1. Since R is 
a-adic complete and 2 E U(R), there exists b E R such that b2= 1 and 6=a. Then 
Hl +b) Hl -b) 
with det f’= a. Therefore, det (f’-‘r) = 1 so that 
1 E CJ(R/a). 
Let ,U E U(R) such that p = A. If 
E OR(h) 
then r’r” lifts r. Thus the map GR(q, h)+G,&q, h) is surjective so that, to prove the 
lemma, we assume 1~= Id. We prove the lemma by induction on rank q. Let 
(e 1, . . . , e,) be an orthogonal basis of q. Since B = Id, a(e,) = c + ae + bf, with e= P, , 
a, b E a. Then EC(a(el)) = t’+ a’e + b’f with a’E U(R) and in view of [8, Remark 
5.61, there exists VE EO(q, h) such that qE<a(e,)E h. There also exists 
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a’~EO(q,h) such that q’(e,)E h and 8~ O(h) such that @‘(et) =rlE,(,,,a(e,). 
Thus, ~‘-‘8-‘flE cry fixes el and, by induction, (r E G,& h). 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be a commutative reduced Noetherian ring of dimension one in 
which 2 is invertible and which has finite normalisation 8. Let C denote the 
conductor of R in R. If q is a quadratic space over R[X] which, modulo X, contains 
a hyperbolic space of rank two, then q is isometric to q, I q2 where q, is a quadratic 
space which is extended from R and q2 is a quadratic space of rank 52 over R[X] 
which becomes hyperbolic over R[X] and Rlc[X]. 
Proof. Let Q = 401 H(P) where P is a projective module of rank one over R, ‘bar’ 
denoting reduction modulo X. Since I? is a product of Dedekind domains, in view of 
[6, Theorem 3.21, q and 4 are isometric over R[X]. Let 
mm?[x]~[Xl~i4OR~[Xl 
be an isometry. Since R/= is artinian, its radical is nilpotent and, modulo the radical, 
q is extended from Q [5, Cor. 3.11, p. 1861. Hence q is extended from R/c, and let 
~:~~R[~~R/c[XI~.QORR/C[XI 
be an isometry. Let 6, u/ denote the extensions of @ and w to isometries over R/e[X]. 
Then 
where 
W&-l E OR/,lxl(qol h) 
h = If(P R/,[X] 
is the hyperbolic plane, P being free over BIc[X]. Since R/o is a product of fields 
modulo its radical, which is nilpotent, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply that 
&P=T& r E OR/,txl(h), v E EOR/,t,+o, h). 
There exists ~‘~EO~Ixl(qO,H(P)) (for definition see [S, Section 41) such that 
v’@R,~] R/c[X] = q. Replacing @ by ~‘9 we assume that 
$J-’ = r E OR/,t,#). 
The triple (H(P), r, H(P)) corresponds to a quadratic space q2 of rank 2 over R[Xl 
which becomes hyperbolic over R[X] and R/c[X], [l, p. 4811. If q1 = q&RR[Xl 
then q1 lq2 corresponds to the triple (qolH(P), IdI r,qolH(P)) which is 
isomorphic to (q, Id, q) and, hence, corresponds to q. Thus, q1 I q2sq. 
Remark. In Theorem 1.3, even if R is not reduced, qGql I q2 where q1 is extended 
from R and rank q2S2. 
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be a Cartesian square with either fi or f2 surjective. We assume that RI is a domain, 
Pit R2=Pic R’=(l) and 2 is invertible in R2 and R’. For any ring A let pz(A) = 
{x E A 1 x2 = I}. Let & denote the isometry classes of quadratic spaces of rank 2 over 
R which become hyperbolic over R, and R2. We give a classification of Q in terms of 
,u2 and Pit. We begin with the following 
Definition. Let P be a projective module of rank one over a commutative ring A. 
Then A2(P@ P*) has a canonical basis ep defined by 
xAy=(x,y)ep (xEP,yEP*). 
If Q is another projective A-module of rank one, and if f:P@P*-Q@Q* is an 
A-linear map, we define det f by 
A 2(f)(ei=G =det feQ 
or equivalently, 
f(x)My) = detf(x, YkQ 
forxEP,yEP*. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a commutative ring in which 2 is invertible. Let P, Q be pro- 
jective A modules of rank one and T: H(P)+H(Q) an isometry with det r = 1. Then 
s(P) = Q, s(P*) = Q*. 
Proof. By a localisation argument, it suffices to prove the lemma where P and Q 
are free of rank one. If ei, f, are bases of P and Q respectively and e:, f: the dual 
bases of P* and Q* respectively, clearly, eiAef =ep and fil\f:=eQ. If r(ei) = 
af, +bf,*. r(f2)=cf, +df,*, then det r=ad-bc= 1. Since T is an isometry we have 
ad+ bc= 1, ab =0, cd=O. Thus, a=d-’ is a unit of A and b = c=O, showing that 
s(P) = Q, r(P*) = Q*. 
Let Pit- R denote the set Pit R/- where ‘ - ’ is the equivalence in Pit R defined 
by A-p e I =p or p-l. We shall define maps 
Q 7p2(R’)/p2(R2) x Pit- R 
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which are inverses of each other. 
Let [(I] E &. Then [q] uniquely determines a triple (H(Pr), r,Zf(R2)) where 
(Pt] E Pit RI and r: H(P,)sH(Rz) is an isometry over R’, (noting that Pit R2 = (1)). 
Let det r= u ep2(R’). Let {u@} be a set of representatives of p2(RZ) in p2(R’) with 1 
representing its class. Since 
det 
ORQO - r((2W 
is surjective, 2 being invertible in R’, we choose T,,~ EO&r) such that det rUa = u,. 
Let 0 = i?, in p2(R’)/p2(R2) and let u = u,u, u Ebb. Since 
det 
Ot#‘) - r((2@2) 
is surjective (2 E U(R2)), choose r, E OR,(h) with det r, = u. Then (H(P,), r, H(R2))s 
(H(Pt), r’,f-Z(R2)) where r’= TT,’ and det T’=P=. Then r;,‘r’:H(P,)+H(R’) has 
determinant one and, hence, by Lemma 2.1, r,-,‘r’(P,) =R’, ~;ig’(Pr) =R’*. 
The triple (Pr, r;br’,R$ determines an element [PO] in PicR. We define @([q])= 
([u,], [PO]). One easily verifies that 9 is well defined. We shall now define the map w. 
Let ([u,], [Po])~p2(R’)/p2(R2) xPic’ R. We choose an isomorphism p:R2BRPO+ 
R2 over R2, Pit R2 being trivial. Then /3 defines H(p) :H(R’@, P,,)‘H(R’) and the 
triple (H(R~@RPO), r,,H(/3),H(R2)) defines a [q] E 0. We define ~([u,], [PO]) = 
[q]. One easily verifies that w is well defined and that @ and w are inverses of each 
other. 
If [q] E 0 corresponds to the triple (H(P,), 7, H(R2)) then disc q corresponds to the 
triple ((R,, -l), det 7, (Rz, -1)). Therefore, the underlying module of disc q is trivial 
if and only if @([q]) = ([l], [P,]), [PO] E Pit R. Thus, a quadratic space in 0 is 
hyperbolic over R if and only if its discriminant module is (-1). Thus, we have 
proved: 
Proposition 2.2. With the notation as above, there is a bijection of & with 
,u2(R‘)/p2(R2) x Pit- R. Under this bijection the image of the hyperbolicspace H(P) 
is WI9 [PI). 
Corollary 2.3. Let R be a commutative noetherian domain of dimension one with 
finite normalisation R and c the conductor of R in R. Then 
&(R)sp2(l?/c)/pz(R/c) x Pit- R 
and 
o(R[X,, . . . , Xnl)~~2(R/c[X,, . . ..XWP~WCWI. . . ..Xnl) 
xPic’R[X,,...,X,]. 
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a seminormal domain of dimension one with finite 
normalisation i?. Then every quadraticspace over R[X] which contains a hyperbolic 
space of rank two modulo X, is extended from R. 
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2.2 it suffices to show that Q(R[X]) = Q(R). We have 
a commutative diagram 
Q(R) - p~(R/&z(R/c) x Pit’ R 
I r 
&VW0 - ~*(R/=[xl)/~,(R/,Ixl) x Pit- Wfl 
Since R is seminormal Pit R = Pit R[X] and R/c is reduced so that P~(R/~[X]) = 
rll2Wd and ,@/dXl) =p@&. Hence &(R) = Q(R[X]). 
We end this section by computing Q in two cases. 
Example 1. R=k[t2,t3], char k#2. Then a=/~[[], c=(t2,t3), p2(l?/,)= {?l} = 
pz(R/c) and PicRsk. Thus Q=)Pic’R so that every quadratic space in 0 is a 
hyperbolic space H(P), [P] E Pit R [7, Proposition 4.51. 
Example 2. R = C[X, Yj/< Y2-X2-X3) is seminormal and if x=X, y= P then 
R=c[~/x], c=(x,y), Rlc=C, l?/,=a=[~/x]/((y/x)~- l), p2(~/,)/~,(R/,)~Z2. 
Thus Qs.Z2 x Pit- R so that there exist quadratic spaces of rank 2 over R which are 
not hyperbolic but which become hyperbolic over R and R/c. 
3. Extendible quadratic spaces of rank r3 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring of dimension one with finite 
normalisation R. Let c be the conductor of R in R. Then the map 
Br(R[X,, . . . , JLI)-+Br@[X I) . . . ,X,1)0 BrWcWI, . . . ,X,1) 
is injective. 
Proof. Let A be an Azumaya algebra over R[X,, . . . , X,] together with isomorphisms 
~:RORA~EndRIX,.....x,lPI 
and 
PI,P2 being faithfully projective modules over I?[,%‘,, . . . ,X,] and R/=[XI, . . ..X.,] 
respectively. Let 4, G denote the extensions of @ and r,u to isomorphisms 
over R/&C, , . . . ,X,,]. Then I,$-’ =End /I for some isomorphism 
~:R,@,&c~.P20R,&c, 
Pic(R/c[X, , . . . ,X,1) being trivial. The triple (PI, /I, P2) gives rise to a projective 
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module P over R [X, , . . . , X,,], so that the Azumaya algebra End P corresponds to the 
triple (End PI, End /I, End P2) and, hence, is isomorphic to A. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be as in Lemma 3.1. Let q be a quadratic space of rank 2 over 
R[XI, . . . . X,] which becomes hyperbolic over &Xl, . . . , X,,] and R/c[X,, . . . ,X,,]. If 
disc q is extended from R then, for any UE U(R), the quadratic space ql (u> is 
extended from R. 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that R is a domain, since a quadratic 
space is extended if it is extended module a nil ideal. Since (d) = disc(q I (u>) is 
extended from R, we may assume that d= 1 (by replacing q I (u) by d@(q I (u))). 
We now show that if q is a quadratic space of rank 3 over R[X,, . . . , X,] with trivial 
discriminant which over R[X,, . . . ,X,,] and R/=[X,, . . . . X,,] contains a hyperbolic 
space of rank 2, then q is extended. In view of [4, Theorem 4.91, q I ( 1) is the norm 
in an Azumaya algebra A over R[X,, . . . , X,,]. Any rank 4 Azumaya algebra A over a 
regular domain R, whose norm is isotropic, is trivial in Br(R) (since the map 
Br(R)+Br(K) is injective and K@RAsMt(K), K being the quotient field of R). 
Since RORq contains a hyperbolic space of rank two, the reduced norm in 
the Azumaya algebra DORA is isotropic and, hence, DORA is trivial in 
Br(R]Xt , . . ..X.,]). Since dim R/c=0 and R/&q contains a hyperbolic plane, 
by going module the radical of R/c, one easily sees that R/&A is trivial in 
Br(R/c[Xt, . . . X,]). Hence, in view of Lemma 3.1, A =r EndRIx ,,..., x”,P, where P 
is a projective module of rank 2 over R[X,, . . ..X.]. Since 2 is invertible in R, 
PsA*P@R[X,,..., X,,], and A*PsQ,Pi, [Qe]EPicR, [Pe]EPicR[Xt,...,X,l, 
see [3]. Hence Ps(Q&R[X,, ...,X,])@RPoand, thus, 
E~~~~~,.....~,~P~(E~~~(Q~OR))O,R[XI,...,X,I. 
Therefore, the norm in EndRtx,,...,x,l P is extended from R so that q is extended 
from R. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a reduced commutative noetherian ring of dimension one in 
which 2 is invertible and which has finite normalisation R. Let q be a quadratic 
space over R[X,, . . . , X,,] of rank 13 which contains a hyperbolic space of rank two 
module (XI, . . . , X,,). If disc q is extended from R then q is extended from R. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n. Let n = 1 and XI =X. We assume 
that R is a domain (using arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.3) and, in view of 
[2, 4.15.41, that R is local. By Theorem 1.3, qqq, I q2 where ql is extended from R 
and q2 is of rank 2 which becomes hyperbolic over R[X] and R/c[X], C denoting the 
conductor of R in R. Since R is local q1 is diagonalisable and let q1 = q; I (u) with 
UE U(R) and q; a quadratic space over R. Since disc q is extended, discqz is 
extended and, hence, by Lemma 3.2, (u) 1q2 is extended. Thus, q is extended. Let 
n> 1. Let R(XI) denote the ring obtained from R[X,] by inverting all manic 
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polynomials. Then dim R(X,) = 1 and, by induction, q@RIX,lR(XI) is extended 
from 4@RIX,,R(XI) where 4 denotes the reduction of 4 modulo(X2, . . ..X.,). In 
view of the case n= 1, ~“Q@~R[X,] where 4 is the reduction of Q modulo 
(Xl, **a. X,,). Hence, there exists a manic JE R[X,] such that 
@R~x,,...,x,JR[XI, ...,x,l[l/fl~40~R[x,, . ..A-.lWfl. 
By a quadratic analogue of Horrocks’ [6, Theorem 2.11, we conclude that 4s 
(~ORR[XI,...XA. 
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a reduced seminormal ring of dimension one with finite 
normalisation in which 2 is invertible. Then every quadratic space over 
R[X,, . . . , X,,] of rank 13 which contains a hyperbolic space of rank two module 
(Xl,..., X,,) is extended from R. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that Disc RsDisc R[X]. This 
follows from the following commutative diagram 
I- ,uzVO - Disc R - 2Pic R - 1 
1 -~2@Wl)- Disc R [X] - 2Pic R[X] - 1 
where 2Pic denotes the 2-torsion of Pit and the vertical maps are induced by 
inclusions. Since R is reduced, f is an isomorphism and since R is seminormal also, 
h is an isomorphism. Therefore, g is an isomorphism. 
Let R be a commutative ring of dimension one in which 2 is invertible. We have a 
homomorphism W(R[X])+Disc R[X]/Disc R induced by [q] - [disc q], and we 
have a sequence 
1 - W(R) L W(R[X]) -f+ Disc R[X]/Disc R - 1 
where f is induced by RGR[X]. The supplementation R[X]+R, X-O induces a 
section W(R[X])-+ W(R) to f. Thus, f is injective. Clearly g is surjective and go f is 
trivial. We show that ker g = Im f. Let 4 be a quadratic space over R[X] such that 
g([q]) = 1. Then disc 4 is extended. Let q<q, I q2 where q1 is extended from R and 
q2 is a rank 2 space over R[X] which becomes hyperbolic over R[X] and R/c[X]. 
Since disc q2 is extended, by Lemma 3.2, q2 is stably extended from R. Therefore, 
[q] E Im f. Thus, we have proved 
Corollary 3.5. W(R[X])s W(R)@Disc R[X]/Disc R. 
Remark. Kang proves in [3] that any projective module P of rank m over 
A=R[X,,..., X,,], R being a commutative noetherian ring of dimension one with 
finite normalisation in which 2 is invertible, is isomorphic to A”‘-‘@A”‘P. A 
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quadratic analogue of this question is the following: Is every quadratic space q over 
A isometric to qol disc q, where q. is extended from R? This has a negative answer 
as is shown by the following example. 
Let R be a local ring of dimension one such that Pit R[X] #Pit R. Let 
[P] E Pit R[X] where P is not extended from R. Then H(P)GqoL disc (H(P)) since 
H(P) does not represent units and disc (H(P)) = ( - I). In fact, more generally, one 
can construct examples to show that over Dedekind domains the discriminant 
module does not split off as an orthogonal summand. 
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